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Summary.

completely in

An instrument is described =hioh will illustrate”

a qualitative sense ths iongitwtinal stability

characteristics of an airplane. The instrument is primarily of

use for the lecture room.,but it is hoped that ultimately it

will be possible to obtain quantitative results from it.

~ntr=du~tiono

piece of apparatus

oscillations - for

It is a very simple matter to construct a

which mill show dynanio stability or damped

examp”le$a pendulum. A simple device which

uan be altered to give

has long been desired.,
●

described below is the
J

any degree of stable or unstable motion

and as far as it is known, the instrument

only simple method for accomplishing this.

At fizst it was expected that only the degree of damphg of

* Oscillation would be illustrated, but as the instznxnentwas

more Carefully studied it became evident that nearly every prop- ‘

erty of the flying aizplazzewas represented with astonishing ex-

actness. This is.confirned by the fact that the equations of

motion work out in almost identical form with those of Bryan and

Bairstow for the airplane,.
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A description of this instrument is given here because:

first, it s20al& be of interest to lecturers on aeronautics;

second, it ~ill allow mathematicians to v:sualize the actual be-

havior of an airplane without having to make fli~~ts; and third,

, it holds the possi”~ilityof mechanically solving the stability

equations.

. Descri~tion of Instzvfient. A comp3.eteview of the inst?nJ-
t

fi,entis shown in Fig. 1. It consists essentially of a double
L 4 pendulum, the lower end of which is a wheel resting on a revolv-

ing drum as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3. The &eum can be
w

turned at any speed by an electr~c motor, and the stability and

moment of inertia about the two pendulum axes can ‘oevazied at

will. The properties if

fol~.owingway:

1. The restoring

moment about the C.(2.of

stability or netacsntric
m

2. The restoring
I

the airplane - Mq.

3* The moment of

of the airplane,

L!.-*

of inertia

5.

The moment of

the airplane

noment about

the airplane

height.

moment about

are represented irLthe

axis (A) is the pitching

and rep~esents static

axis (S; is the da~ing of

inertia about ($.)represents the mass

1

inertia about (B),represents the moment

of the airplane about the Y-axis.

The angulaz motion about (A) represents changes in

air speed along the path - V.
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6. The uotion about [B) repxssents cha~,geain inclina-

tion of tinemachine in respect to the horizon.

‘7. The angular movement of the wheel in relation to the

drum axis represents the irmlination of tthepatinwith the b.orizcr.

Just why the atioverepresentation is true can not be ex-

plained at present, but fxom actual trial the instrument does be-

have in this manner. The speed of rotation of the drum has some.

influence on the characteristics of the motion, but just what

this effect is has not yet bsen determined.

By adjusting the upper balance .weigkt,any degree of statio

stability may be obta”inedand the change from an oscillation to a

divergence is clearly illustrated, Th-eoscillation is moze 3ta-

ble (greater damping) when either the ~ass of tiieai~l~ne (upper

lateral weights) iS increased or the moment of inertia (lower lat-

eral weights) are decreased as indicated by theory.* The damphg

is also varied by changing the moment abo~?t“thelower axis.

An oscillation can be produced ~;hichis stable belon a cer-

tain magnitude and unsta-oleabove it. It is ?.Mo Tossible to pro-

duce an oscillation which will damp dawn to a firiitevalue and

remain there permanently. This is particularly interesting as

the same phenomenon has besn observed in actual flight.

This particular desi~ of instrument has the disadvantage

that tk.szno~entcf inertia about each axis is changed at the sw.e

time as the restoring moment so that the two effects are co~bine<,..

This can e~_silybe ~e~edied bv the ~~e of spr~~gs instead of

* Th-ornsor-,
. .

I*ApplMd Ae20dyr!!2icsfI- p.208.

.
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weights, and wili be so changed tn another instrument.

Theor-rof the Instrument. Instrumental records taken in ‘ .—

flight of the air speed S@ path angle duzing an oscillation of

constant amplitude show that these vaziables are, as closely ac

can be detenrined~ sine functions of the time, but aze

at a small @ase difference. The path of the airplane
.

. can not be a sine curve, but in stability oaloulations4

tude has
.

ligible.

place of

stow (?an.

been assumed so small that the departure from

of oour~e

in space

the ~mpli-

it is neg-

By assuming small oscillations, angles may be used in

sines of angles and the USUQ theory of Bryan and Ba.”ir-

‘ie

carried outJ

of the same

applied. Working in the same vay, W. P. Angel has

an analyais of this instrument whioh gives equations

form as for the airplane. In both cases however

oscillations are asmmed small and so can not apply strictly

the actual c.ondition~. It is felt that if an exact solution

be made of the motion of this instrument, we

t same time the e~ct so~uti~n of the airFlane

that mathenaticiens will interest themselves
v

Uses. This

complex behavior

51 instances new

shall have at the

.moti.on.It is ~qe~

in this problem.

inetrunent is useful for making visible the very

fmts weze observed on I&e ineirunent and later

che~ked in flight, It can also be used fo~ illustrating in the

classroom or lecture hall the effect on stability of making ci~an~.

in the various characteristics of the aizplane.

It is hoped that this in~trument may be used quantitatively
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to determine the type 0$.oscillation for a Pew airplar-e, s9t-

ting the cb.aracteristics(mass, moment of ineriia, damping, eio.)

of this aizplane on the guaduated scales of t;leir.stmment.

Whether this can be d&e or no% is difficuit te predict, but ex-

perir.entsalong this line vill be carried Outi

9
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